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Abstract. Photoelectron imaging of xenon gases excited with a femtosecond 388
nm pulse reveals three ionization processes: resonant and non-resonant multi-photon
ionization and autoionization. The relative yield of the ﬁrst two was evaluated from
the deconvolution of their angular distribution for the speciﬁc electron energy, which
includes the electron production via the 3hν-6s(2 P1/2 J=1) resonance. The nonresonant process gains in importance with increasing laser intensity and accounts for
50% of the ionization yield at 30 TW/cm−2 .
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1. Introduction
Electron imaging techniques have proven to be powerful tools to analyze angledependent photoelectron distributions [1]. They have been successfully applied for
studies on atom-light interaction using short intense laser pulses and rare gases
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6] to observe angular distributions of above threshold ionization (ATI) [7]
and Freeman resonances, caused by the ponderomotive energy (Up ) shift of Rydberg
states [8]. Kaminski et al., for example, have reported excitation of xenon for the
wavelength from 500 to 650 nm and shown that ionization via an intermediate d state
gives a signiﬁcant contribution of f character angular distributions to the spectrum
[9]. It is widely known that also non-resonant ionization plays an important role and
that this ionization mechanism gives a broad electron spectrum with a speciﬁc angular
distribution [10].
In the present study we report the ionization of xenon excited with a short intense
388 nm (3.2 eV) laser pulse with intensities below 38 TWcm−2 where, to our knowledge,
no report has been published previously. The aim is to examine to which extent an
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analysis of the entire photoelectron angular distributions will allow one to establish
a branching ratio of two ionization paths. We examine the competition between the
ionization via the 3hν-6s’ resonance and the non-resonant ionization, taking advantage
of the diﬀerence in the angular distributions between them in the analysis. The evolution
of the angular distribution with the laser intensity can be explained in terms of the
change in the branching of the two paths. Although we will not go into the theoretical
interpretation of this result, it clearly shows that this analysis works and gives important
clues to the understanding of the ionization mechanism.
2. Experiment
Our experimental setup has been described elsewhere [11]. In brief, a 388 nm pulse
was obtained by frequency doubling of the fundamental pulse of our laser (775 nm,
150 fs). The remaining 775 nm photons were removed with dichroic mirrors. This
frequency-doubled pulse was focused into a chamber where xenon gas was introduced
with a needle valve. The generated electrons were accelerated and then detected under
an electric focusing condition [12] with a chevron conﬁguration micro-channel plate
detector in combination with a phosphor screen. The phosphor screen luminescence
was monitored with a charge coupled device camera without synchronizing with the
laser shots.
Typical pressures inside the chamber were 1×10−6 mbar with a background pressure
of 4×10−7 mbar. Due to the relatively high background pressure, it was necessary
to reduce the contribution of electrons generated from the background gas. For this
purpose, an image recorded without xenon in the chamber was also measured under the
same experimental condition. This spectrum was subtracted from the corresponding
image measured with xenon. However, the ﬂuctuations in shot-by-shot pulse energy
often caused incomplete subtraction of the background signal, even under nominally
identical conditions. This will be considered in the analysis.
The images obtained this way were inverted following the procedure reported in
reference [13], and then calibrated by means of the ATI peak separation that was
identiﬁed with the photon energy, to give the photoelectron spectrum. The laser
intensity was calibrated relative to the pulse energy where the 4hν-4f’ resonance
appeared (see below). The duration was estimated to be 200 fs. The laser polarization
direction was set with a polarizer to be parallel to the detector plane. Throughout this
report, θ = 0 indicates the polarization direction.
3. Results and discussion
In this section, we discuss the identiﬁcation of the ionization processes and then give
the analysis of the angular distributions.
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Figure 1. Energy level of xenon interacting with a laser ﬁeld for the wavelength of
388 nm (3.2 eV), illustrating the level shift of the two ionic states of 2 P1/2 and 2 P3/2
and two Rydberg states for the 2 P1/2 core, together with those of 3 and 4hν.

3.1. Identification of the ionization processes
The energy levels of xenon interacting with a 388 nm (3.2 eV) laser ﬁeld are shown in
ﬁgure 1. The information about the energy levels was obtained from the NIST atomic
spectra database. Xenon has an ionization energy (IE) at 12.13 eV corresponding to the
ion core 2 P3/2 , and a second threshold at 13.44 eV corresponding to the ion core 2 P1/2 .
Both energies are values for zero Up . Thus, the energy of a 4-photon process exceeds
only the lower of these two thresholds. For intensities below 38 TWcm−2 , which is
the highest used in this study, two resonances are active: 3hν-6s’ and 4hν-4f’ for the
intensity of 2.1 and 16 TWcm−2 , respectively. In the ﬁeld free condition, the former
state is located at 9.57 eV and the latter is at 12.58 eV.
Photoelectron images for four diﬀerent intensities and their corresponding angleintegrated spectra are shown in ﬁgures 2 and 3, respectively. It is evident from these
ﬁgures that the spectra are highly dependent on the intensity.
For the lowest intensity, which matches the intensity for the 3hν-6s’ resonance, the
spectrum is composed of three peaks centered at 0.64, 2.52 and 3.84 eV. Knowing the
values of IE and Up (30 meV), they can be assigned to ionization via the resonance into
the 2 P3/2 ion core in a (3+1) photon process, into the 2 P1/2 ion core and ATI into the
2
P3/2 ion core in a (3+2) photon process, respectively.
The diﬀerence between the spectra recorded at the two lowest intensities is minor
except for the peak broadening due to the Up shift for the higher of the two intensities.
However, the comparison of the lowest energy peak reveals the surprising fact that the
angular distribution is changed, in particular, the amplitude for θ = 0 is obviously
increased (see also ﬁgures 5(a) and (d) for an easier comparison). This observation will
be the subject of the next subsection.
In the image of the second highest intensity (ﬁgure 2), we recognize that another
resonant structure, represented by a smaller ring, appears in addition to the 3hν-6s’
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Figure 2. Raw photoelectron images (left half of each frame) and the corresponding
inverted images up to the kinetic energy of 4 eV (right half) for four diﬀerent laser
intensities: (a) 2.1, (b) 12, (c) 22 and (d) 38 TWcm−2 . The colour scale is logarithmic
and covers three orders of magnitude in amplitude except (c), whose colour scale is
saturated for display purposes. The laser polarization is in the vertical direction.
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Figure 3. Semi-log plot of the angle-integrated photoelectron spectra of the inverted
images shown in ﬁgure 2. The amplitude is normalized to the highest ordinate. The
energy region indicated on top of the ﬁgure will be used in the angle-resolved analysis
later.
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Figure 4. Angle-dependence analysis of the spectrum shown in ﬁgure 3(c) for every
π/12. The region from θ = 0 to π/36 is excluded due to the noise generated in the
inversion [13].

resonance. This structure is not seen in the angle-integrated spectra but, as expected
from the image, the angle-resolved spectra displayed in ﬁgure 4 clearly show a peak at
the energy of 0.46 eV for θ larger than π/6. The reason for this angular dependence is
that for small θ, non-resonant ionization is the dominant process, as will be explained
below. If this peak originates in a resonance at 3hν, its energy must be 9.29 eV,
measured from the ground state and in the absence of any electric ﬁeld. But no state
exists at this energy and hence the autoionzation from a 4hν resonance state is a more
reasonable suggestion. Furthermore, the 4f’ state is a good candidate for this channel
since this state lies 0.44 eV above the 2 P3/2 threshold. This explanation is supported
by the results in [14], where the autoionization of this states after 4-photon excitation
was detected.
In addition to the autoionization process, the 2.34 eV peak observed in the spectra
gets a contribution from ionization via this 4f’ state with the ﬁnal state 2 P1/2 . Therefore
the 4f’ state plays an role in an intermediate state both for the autoionization and for
the (4+1) photon ionization.
Another feature which is clearly seen in the images for the two highest intensities
is a broad and strong signal in the polarization direction. This is reasonably identiﬁed
as a non-resonant process because of its width.
For the highest intensity, which is 2.5 times higher than the intensity giving rise to
the 4hν-4f’ resonance, the non-resonant process dominates the image and the resonances
become much less pronounced. This tendency is also observable in ﬁgure 3 which
illustrates that the highest intensity spectrum yields the strongest relative signal below
electron energies of 0.64 eV (corresponding to the 3hν-6s’ resonance) with no signiﬁcant
signal from the resonances. Thus, the non-resonant ionization becomes a dominant path
as the intensity increases.
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Figure 5. Polar plot of the angular distributions. The polarization is in the vertical
direction. Frames (a)-(e) show the angular distributions for ﬁve diﬀerent intensities:
2.1, 2.9, 5.3, 12 and 22 TWcm−2 , respectively. The energy interval used is from 0.60 to
0.66 eV, as indicated in ﬁgure 3. The data in frames (a), (d), (e) correspond to the ones
shown in ﬁgures 2(a), (b) and (c), respectively. Frame (f): The energy interval 0.10 to
0.40 eV for the image shown in ﬁgure 2(d). Dots indicate experimental data for every 1
degree and the amplitude of the strongest point is normalized to the unity. In (a) and
(f), lines indicate ﬁtting curves with equation (1). Black lines used in (b)-(e): ﬁtting of
the plot with equation (2). Red and blue lines indicate the ﬁrst and the second terms
in this equation, respectively. The ﬁrst two of these are derived from the distributions
shown in (a) and (f), respectively.
The contribution of c3 in equation (2), which was

calculated from c3 dθ/ Dobs (θ)dθ and found to be less than 10% for the intensities
below 10 TWcm−2 and 25% on average for those above, is already extracted.

3.2. Evaluation of the branching ratio between the resonant and the non-resonant
ionization
As shown above, the angular distribution of the smallest energy ring structure shown
in ﬁgure 2(a) changes with laser intensity. To discuss this observation quantitatively,
the dependence on the laser intensity of the distribution in the region from 0.60 to 0.66
eV, denoted by Dobs (θ), is shown in ﬁgure 5(a)-(e). The energy interval corresponds
roughly to the resolution at this energy, as deﬁned by the size of the luminescence signal
on the phosphor screen. The corresponding laser intensity range for 388 nm is below
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Table 1. Fitting coeﬃcients for Dr (θ) and Dn (θ) for equation (1).

parameters
Dr (θ)
a
0.695(13)
β2
0.261(4)
β4
-0.832(4)
β6
0.003(6)
β8
0.063(6)

Dn (θ)
0.125(1)
2.890(20)
2.576(20)
1.575(18)
-0.159(17)

5.0 TWcm−2 , which will be important for the later discussion of the branching ratio of
resonant and non-resonant processes.
The experimental results indicate that at the lowest intensity, which gives rise to
the 3hν-6s’ resonance, Dobs (θ) has its maximum at θ = π/4. At present no results are
available in the literature for (3+1)-photon ionization via the 6s’ state and only the
(3+1)-photon ionization via the 7s’ state has been reported [15]. That report has shown
that 7s’ resonant intermediate ionization path provides similar angular distribution to
that displayed in ﬁgure 5(a). We thus conclude that Dobs (θ) gets no contribution from
the non-resonant ionization.
With increasing intensity Dobs (θ) changes systematically. The amplitude at θ = 0
increases and the relative amplitude at θ = π/4 decreases. At the highest intensity
(ﬁgure 5(e)), Dobs (θ) has its maximum at θ = 0 and the amplitude at θ = π/4 is
rather small. Compared to the other Dobs (θ), it bears a strong resemblance to the
distribution in ﬁgure 5(f), which is the angular distribution of the image shown in ﬁgure
2(d) which, we remind the reader, is the distribution from below the 4f’ autoionization
energy threshold. In other words, ﬁgure 5(f) represents the distribution where the nonresonant process is the dominant channel. From these observations we conclude that
the ionization mechanism changes from resonant to non-resonant as the laser intensity
increases, at least for the energy region treated here.
For a quantitative understanding of this switching mechanism, we decompose
Dobs (θ) into the contributions from the two paths. The analysis requires numerical
expressions of the angular distributions of the resonant and the non-resonant ionization,
denoted as Dr (θ) and Dn (θ), respectively. We employ the distribution of ﬁgure 5(a) for
the former and that of ﬁgure 5(f) for the latter, and ﬁt them by a superposition of
Legendre polynomials [16],
D(θ) = a[1 + Σβ2n P2n (cosθ)].

(1)

The ﬁtting curves are also given in ﬁgure 5(a) and (f), showing that with n ≤ 4
these curves reproduce the experimental data well. The ﬁtting coeﬃcients for these
are summarized in table 1.
The deconvolution is carried out with the equation
Dobs (θ) = c1 Dr (θ) + c2 Dn (θ) + c3 .

(2)
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Figure 6. Yn obtained from the scheme discussed in the text. The vertical error bars
at 5.5 and 17.5 TWcm−2 indicate the reproducibility in the region indicated by the
horizontal error bars.

The incomplete subtraction of background signal, mentioned above, requires the use of
a non-zero and angle independent ﬁt parameter c3 .
For completeness we note that the resonant and non-resonant angular distributions
are very similar, although not identical, to the distributions one obtains from the angular
distribution of a |pz |2 orbital (for the non-resonant signal) and the angular distribution
of a probability distribution |dyz |2 +a|s|2 for the resonant process, with a a small number.
It is not clear to us if this is a coincidence.
The results of this deconvolution are also shown in ﬁgure 5(b)-(e), indicating that
the ﬁtting is satisfactory. This conﬁrms that the evolution of Dobs (θ) with laser power
is explained in terms of the change in the branching ratio.
The branchings into the resonant and the non-resonant paths, Yr and Yn , are
calculated as

c1 Dr (θ)dθ

Yr = 
,
(3)
c1 Dr (θ)dθ + c2 Dn (θ)dθ
Yn = 1 − Y r .

(4)

Yn versus the intensity is plotted in ﬁgure 6.
The ﬁgure conﬁrms that that Yn increases with the peak laser intensity. Let us
discuss this result for two intensity region: Below and above 5.0 TW cm−2 , corresponding
to the electron energy of 0.66 eV which is the highest energy of the analyzed region.
The resonant ionization takes place at the intensity of 2.1 TWcm−2 which is the lowest
intensity in this study and produces the electrons at 0.64 eV. Above this peak intensity,
the ionization is non-resonant and Yn must consequently increase with increasing peak
energy. The behaviour of the branching ratio in this intensity region therefore conforms
to our expectations. At higher intensities, on the other hand, one may expect that the
branching would be independent of the peak intensity, because the detected electrons
originate during periods intensities below 5.0 TWcm−2 , given the energy window which
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we measure. An increase in intensity may cause a larger degree of ionization but all
electrons originating at ﬂuences beyond 5.0 TWcm−2 will arrive outside the energy
window. However, our results provide evidence that a higher peak intensity indeed
causes an enhancement of the non-resonant process. The reason for this is not clear.
One may speculate that the ionization process depends on the rate of increase of the
electric ﬁeld, and that the process cannot be considered instantaneous from the point
of view of the duration of the laser pulse.
4. Conclusion
We have presented photoelectron spectra of xenon excited and ionized with a 200
fs, 388 nm pulse at diﬀerent ﬂuences. The diﬀerences in the angular distributions
of the resonant and the non-resonant channels allowed us to decompose the angular
distributions at diﬀerent laser intensities and to determine the intensity dependence of
the branching ratios between the two channels. It was found that the relative yield of
non-resonantly ionized atoms increases with increasing peak laser intensity. The study
suggests that a detailed analysis of angular distributions may be a tool to determine
multiphoton ionization mechanisms in other species.
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